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Housekeeping
• All on mute. Use Questions function for
substantive questions and for technical concerns.
• Problems getting on the webinar? Send an
e-mail to NCLER@acl.hhs.gov.
• Written materials and a recording will be
available at NCLER.acl.gov. See also the chat box
for this web address.
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About NCLER
The National Center on Law and Elder Rights (NCLER) provides
the legal services and aging and disability communities with
the tools and resources they need to serve older adults with
the greatest economic and social needs. A centralized, onestop shop for legal assistance, NCLER provides Legal Training,
Case Consultations, and Technical Assistance on Legal Systems
Development. Justice in Aging administers the NCLER through
a contract with the Administration for Community Living’s
Administration on Aging.
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About RespectAbility
Mission: To fight stigmas and advance opportunities
so that people with disabilities can fully participate in
all aspects of community.
1. Fight Stigmas by promoting authentic portrayals
of people with disabilities in media.
2. Advance Opportunities by promoting best
practices in education, jobs and accessibility.
3. Leadership Development to strengthen a diverse
talent pipeline of people with disabilities.
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About Justice in Aging
Justice in Aging is a national organization that uses the power
of law to fight senior poverty by securing access to affordable
health care, economic security, and the courts for older adults
with limited resources.
Since 1972 we’ve focused our efforts primarily on populations
that have traditionally lacked legal protection such as women,
people of color, LGBT individuals, and people with limited
English proficiency.
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Framework of Presentation
• Why accessibility matters
• Accessibility steps for written materials
• Accessibility considerations for virtual events
• Resources to learn more
• Questions
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Poll 1
• Do you incorporate practices of accessibility into
your work already?
A. Yes
B. Some, but I want to do better
C. No, but I want to learn how
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Accessibility Is Important For All
• Ensuring accessibility during the planning process
of an event or while creating written materials is
essential. This is important for several reasons:

• Twenty percent of people in the U.S. are Deaf/Hard of
Hearing; that is 48 million Americans.
• More than 1 million people in the U.S. are blind and
more than 12 million have low vision.
• More than 5 million people in the U.S. are English
language learners.
• While not everyone knows they have one, it is likely that
more than 40 million Americans have a learning
disability.
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Why Focus on Accessibility?
• Accessibility creates inclusion

• Gives all individuals the opportunity to participate
• Allows assistive technology to provide correct and
legible information to users

• Section 508 requirements reflect guidelines
developed by the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI)
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Assistive Technology
• Some examples of assistive
technologies that help people
access information online include
screen readers/magnifiers,
captions/ASL translation, text-tospeech, braille displays,
videophones, large print, tactile
keyboards, joysticks, augmented
input
• Example of JAWS Screen Reader
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First Step
• Decide how you are going to deliver your
documents/information to participants, as this will
determine steps you take towards accessibility

• For example, if you are providing information through a
video, you will need to schedule captions ahead of time.
• If you are planning to post a video of the event after the fact,
you need to ensure accessibility during the actual event, even
if no live participants request one

• If sending in a PDF, you will need to prioritize some time
to tag and check reading order.
• Etc…
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Basics of Accessibility:
Written Materials

Document Properties
• There are some basics that should be followed in
order to assure accessibility, regardless of the
document format (HTML, Word, PDF, PowerPoint):
• Fill in document
properties

• Title, Author, Key
Search Words,
Language,
Subject Matter,
and phone or
email contact
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Document Headings
• Use distinct and official headings

• Don’t repeat heading titles
• Assistive technology can better navigate documents and communicate
organization of the content to the user
• Use program’s built-in style menus to create titles and headings
• More information about using official headings
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Lists and Form Fields
• Use lists

• Use program’s built-in autonumbering or bulleting
(round bullets preferred for
recognition by screen
readers)

• Label Form Fields

• Labels are critical because
they tell the user what
information to provide in
the form element
• More complicated, but
programs like Adobe Acrobat
make it more simplified
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Hyperlinks
• Use meaningful
hyperlinks

• Use descriptive
hyperlinks, such as
“Read about
accessibility for
PowerPoint” instead
of “click here”
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Alternative Text
• Use alternative text for
images and tables

• Can mostly be done by
right-clicking on an image
• Alternative text
communicates the
purpose of the graphic,
not just the appearance
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Alternative Text How-To
• Right click on image
• Select edit Alt Text
• Write the purpose
& description of the
graphic in the box
on the right
• Same process in
Word and
PowerPoint
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Tables

• Design tables with simple structures of rows and
columns, and specify column headers/row titles
• Table headers and cells should never be empty
• Avoid Complex Tables
• Tag tables correctly in PDF (we will cover tags shortly)
• Do NOT:
•
•
•
•

Use merged cells in your tables
Include blank data cells
Use nested tables (a table within a table)
Use tables to display information that could be better suited
to another format (such as a bulleted list)

• More information on creating accessible tables
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Color Contrast
• Focus on color contrast and do not convey
information solely with color
• Contrast Checker—input foreground color and
background color and it will tell you if it passes or
fails accessibility checks
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Line Spacing
• Use the Line Spacing Tool

• Do not use the “return” key to create space between
bullets, as screen readers with identify those spaces and
read the word “return”
• Example of line spacing tool here
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Accessibility Check Tools
• Use Accessibility Check
tools

• Available in newer
versions of most
programs
• Will tell you if you have
repetitive titles, if you
need to add alternative
text to graphics, slides
you need to check the
reading order of, etc.
• Will not tell you
everything—you need
to review certain things
like color contrast and
line spacing yourself
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Document Tags
• After using the accessibility
checker

• Properly tag PDF
• Tags add coding to a PDF that
allows screen readers to navigate
the document—every tag
identifies the type of content
and stores some attributes
related to it.
• Can be done manually or
automatically (not as accurate)
• More information about tagging
PDFs here
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Final Steps in Making a PDF Accessible
• Check and correct reading order

• Reading order refers to the chronological presentation
of content by screen readers and other assistive
technology.
• Should correct reading order so screen readers will
read the content in a manner that is logical.
• More information on correcting PDF reading order
• Information on correcting PowerPoint reading order
• Lastly, re-run the built-in accessibility checker tool and
review the document yourself to ensure it passes all
accessibility standards
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Virtual Events and Webinars

Event Invitation Format
• Ensure images and logos have alt text (image
descriptions) for people who are blind and use
screen readers
• Have a plain text version of the invite
• Some systems, like Eventbrite are not accessible to
people who use screen readers
• Google Forms are accessible
• User test – can someone using a screen reader
access all fields on the form?
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Accommodations Language
• On the sign-up form, ask registrants if
they need any accommodations to
effectively participate in the event:

• “To request accommodations, please
either include the request in the RSVP
form, or contact [Name of Person] at 222222-2222 [Phone number] or
xxxxxxx@yyyyyy.org [Email address]”

• You should specify accommodations
you plan to offer, such as CART or
American Sign Language interpretation
• May set a deadline of 48 hours before
the event to request any
accommodations
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Live Audio Description
• Speaker should describe what is on screen (like
PowerPoints or other visual aids)
• NOTE: Even if you made the PowerPoint accessible,
people will not be able to use screen readers for the
PowerPoint being shown on screen (whether virtual or
in-person)—only if they are sent their own copy to use
• It is best practice to send out materials ahead of time

• If video clips do not include audio description, the
speaker should explain the visuals prior to showing the
video
• Information on audio description
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Who Benefits From Live Captioning?
• People who are Deaf/Hard of Hearing
• People who have Learning Disabilities
• People who have limited English proficiency
• Everyone—greatly eases the cognitive load of a
video meeting or event
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Communication Access Realtime
Translation (CART)
• Live transcriber – third-party captioning service
• Provide names, proper nouns, and technical
vocabulary ahead of the event for more accurate
captioning
• Can be used for platforms like Zoom (embedded) or
in a separate browser for GotoWebinar and other
platforms that can’t embed captions, or in-person
on a separate screen or individual tablet
• Note: Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), while
improving, will have more errors
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Benefits of American Sign Language
(ASL) Interpreters

• If Deaf/Hard of Hearing individuals want to fully
participate, ensure ASL interpreters for active
participation
• For events that involve complex subject matter,
technical terms, or industry-specific terminology,
viewers will find that automatic captioning, and in
some cases, even live-captioning solutions, struggle
to maintain a reasonable minimum level of quality
and legibility for the user
• Share names of speakers and materials ahead of
time so interpreters can become familiar with the
materials
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Consider Participant View of Webinar
• Spotlighting a video leads to all attendees only
seeing the video of the active speakers
• This means that attendees are unable to view the
ASL interpreter’s video
• Instead, ensure gallery view or pin the ASL
interpreter.
• Instructions for using ASL interpreter with Zoom

• When screen sharing, ensure video gallery is set to
side-by-side view so participants see the materials,
individual speaking and ASL interpreter
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Include Captions in Shared Recordings
• After an event, if sharing the recording, include
captions

• May be able to download a transcript from CART
services that you can add to video
• Instructions on adding captions to Vimeo downloads

• Why add captions?

• 41% of videos are incomprehensible without sound or
captions.
• 80% of viewers react negatively to videos auto playing
with sound
• Many social media outlets autopay videos on silent
• Important to think about this for assets on social media!
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Subtitles vs. Captions
• Subtitles only reflect what is being spoken
• Captions go a step further by also including nonspoken information including [laughter], [applause]
and [music], as well as environmental sounds
• Open captions: always visible
• 85% Facebook videos are watched without sound
• 92% mobile users watch video with the sound off

• Closed captions can be turned on/off by view on TV
and social media platforms
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YouTube
• Automatic free captions similar to subtitles
• Note: Speakers will not be identified, certain words
will not be accurate, and there will not be any
punctuation
• Important: Free to edit them!
• Instructions for adding captions to YouTube video
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Hybrid Events
• If livestreaming an in-person event, think about
what is in the video frame? For example, ASL
interpreter
• Ensure CART is working for folks both in person and
watching the livestream
• In-person conference followed by a virtual
conference with accessible recordings
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Best Practices for Virtual Meetings
• Each person should say their name every time they
begin speaking
• Any individual not speaking should be on mute and
video off
• Moderator manages turn-taking
• For people who are nonverbal, give them an option
to share thoughts if others are doing so verbally
(chat box)
• ASL interpreter video stays on all the time
• Have 10-minute breaks every hour or so
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Resources
• RespectAbility: Ensuring Virtual Events Are
Accessible for All Toolkit
• RespectAbility—lots of resources and webinars on
a variety of accessibility and inclusion topics
• Twitter How-To
• Facebook How-To
• Instagram How-To
• Alt Text Best Practices
• Tips on ensuring an accessible PPT
• Test website for accessibility
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Resources for Captions
• YouTube How-To—learn how to add subtitles or
closed captions
• Rev.com - $1.25/min, 24 hour turnaround
• Captions videos or creates transcripts
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Questions?
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Visit Our Website: ncler.acl.gov
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Case Consultations
Case consultation assistance is available for
attorneys and professionals seeking more
information to help older adults. Contact
NCLER at ConsultNCLER@acl.hhs.gov.
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